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020.23 JOH  Johnson, Marilyn, 1954-. This book is overdue! : how librarians and cybrarians can save us all. 1st ed. New York : Harper, c2010. Showcases the work of librarians in a variety of fields to examine how, in the early twenty-first century, they still serve as educators, archivists, and curators despite the abundance of digital information available to the general population.


028.8 EPH  Ephron, Hallie. 1001 books for every mood. Avon, Mass. : Adams Media, c2008. Serves up a literary feast, sure to satisfy your emotional appetite. This is your must-have guide to hours and hours of reading pleasure, no matter what your mood!


813.54 QUINDLEN Quindlen, Anna. How reading changed my life. 1st ed. New York:
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BIO KING


BIO NAFISI


CD-BOOK BRA


CD-BOOK BRO


CD-BOOK FOW


CD-BOOK ZUS


CLASSIC FIC BRADBURY


CLASSIC FIC CHRISTIE

As the new owner of Pettistone's Fine Books, Darla Pettistone is determined to prove herself a worthy successor to her late great-aunt Dee, and equally determined to outwit Hamlet, the smarter-than-thou cat she inherited along with the shop. Darla's first store event is a real coup, the hottest bestselling author of the moment is holding a signing there. But when the author meets an untimely end during the event, it's ruled an accident, until Hamlet digs up a clue that seems to indicate otherwise.

When the first meeting of the Ashton Corners Mystery Readers and Cheese Straws Society results in murder, Lizzie Turner teams up with the police chief to catch the killer.

When Ivan, who was once a world traveler, and Francesca, an Italian heiress, decide to open a unique bookstore in Paris that offers literary works chosen by a top secret committee, they begin receiving threats, and after three members of their committee are assaulted, they involve the police and try to determine the source of their troubles.

Heroines from literature come to life and visit Anne-Marie's bed and breakfast, where she tries not to interfere with their lives in fear it will change the outcome of their novels.

Wedding planner Sarah, who does not believe in love and has taken on the responsibility of two weddings on the same day, relies on help from her two friends, dress designer Elsa and hairdresser Bron, as she tries to juggle the demands of her sister, who is one client, and the spotlight of her other bride, who is a...
celebrity.

FIC FOWLER KAREN  

FIC FOWLER KAREN  
What happens when readers steal your characters? Rima Lanisell is about to find out when she visits her estranged godmother, Addison Early, the successful mystery writer of the Maxwell Lane mysteries, and discovers the truth behind Addison's novels.

FIC GATES  

FIC GRAYSON  

FIC HAMILTON MASHA  

FIC HEARTH  
A restless middle-aged wife and mother from Boston moves to a small town in Collier County, Florida in 1962 where she shakes things up by hosting a local radio show as "Miss Dreamsville" and starting up the Collier County Women's Literary Society.

FIC HOWARD  

FIC HYLTON  

FIC JIO  
"The New York Times bestselling author of Blackberry Winter imagines the inspiration for Goodnight Moon Goodnight Moon is an adored childhood classic, but its real origins are lost to history. In Goodnight June, Sarah Jio offers a suspenseful and heartfelt take on how the "great green room" might have come to be. June Andersen is professionally successful, but her personal life is marred by unhappiness. Unexpectedly, she is called to settle her great-aunt Ruby's estate and determine the fate of Bluebird Books, the children's bookstore Ruby founded in the 1940s. Amidst the store's papers, June stumbles upon letters between her great-aunt and the late Margaret Wise Brown-and steps into the pages of American literature."-- Provided by publisher.

FIC KING SHELLY  
Maggie, recently fired from a tech startup, spends her time at a used book store, waiting for something to come along, but when she finds an antique copy of "Lady Chatterley's Lover," everything changes.

FIC KING STEPHEN  

FIC KRAUSS  

FIC LANDVIK  

**FIC LEE ASHTON**


Librarian Maura Beth Mayhew finds herself fighting against the good ole boys on the City Council of Cherico, Mississippi in order to save her library.

**FIC LETTS**


**FIC LOVETT**


After the death of his wife, young antiquarian bookseller Peter Byerly relocates from North Carolina to the English countryside where he stumbles upon a Victorian watercolor portrait that allows him to commune with his dead wife's spirit.

**FIC MAKKAI**


Lucy Hull and Ian Drake travel from Missouri to Vermont, and while Ian is running away from his parents, Lucy contemplates if she is also fleeing from something rather than just helping Ian on his journey.

**FIC MARTINI**


**FIC MCKINLAY**


Lindsey Norris, a newly single librarian, begins her own investigation when her friend Beth is accused of murdering her boyfriend, Rick, a famous author and local celebrity who recently tried to dissuade Beth from pitching her children's book to a vacationing New York editor.

**FIC MCKINLAY**


Answering tricky reference questions is excitement enough for library director Lindsey Norris, until a murder is committed in her cozy hometown of Briar Creek, Connecticut. The question of who did it must be answered before someone else is checked out--for good.

**FIC MEYLER**


Esme Garland moves to Manhattan and falls for Mitchell. Before Esme has the chance to tell him that she is pregnant he breaks up with her. Esme finds solace in her job at a small bookstore, and when Mitchell asks for a second chance she has a hard decision to make.

**FIC MORTON**


"A wise and entertaining novel about a woman who has lived life on her own terms for seventy-five defiant and determined years, only to find herself suddenly thrust to the center of her family's various catastrophes. Meet Florence Gordon: blunt, brilliant, cantankerous and passionate, feminist icon to young women, invisible and underappreciated by most everyone else. At seventy-five, Florence has earned her right to set down the
burdens of family and work and shape her legacy at long last. But just as she is beginning to write her long-deferred memoir, her son Daniel returns to New York from Seattle with his wife and daughter, and they embroil Florence in their dramas, clouding the clarity of her days with the frustrations of middle-age and the confusions of youth. And then there is her left foot, which is starting to drag. With searing wit, sophisticated intelligence, and a tender respect for humanity in all its flaws, Brian Morton introduces a constellation of unforgettable characters. Chief among them, Florence, who can humble the fools surrounding her with one barbed line, but who eventually finds there are realities even she cannot outsmart-- Provided by publisher.

FIC NOBLE

FIC ODOM

FIC ODOM

FIC ODOM

FIC PEARL
Pearl, Matthew. The last bookaneer. New York : Penguin Press, 2015. As the 19th century draws to an end, two bookaneers are caught up in a colonial war on Samoa as they compete to steal Robert Louis Stevenson's last manuscript and make a fortune before a new international treaty ends the bookaneers' trade forever.

FIC PETERS

FIC PHILLIPS

FIC REILLY

FIC ROSENTHAL

FIC SANSOM

FIC SETTERFIELD
Setterfield, Diane. The thirteenth tale : a novel. New York : Atria Books, 2006. When her health begins failing, the mysterious author Vida Winter decides to let Margaret Lea, a biographer, write the truth about her life, but Margaret needs to verify the facts since Vida has a history of telling outlandish tales.

FIC SHTEYNGART
Shteyngart, Gary, 1972-. Super sad true love story : a novel. 1st ed. New York : Random House, c2010. Thirty-nine-year-old Lenny Abramov, living in a society in which books are not valued, immortality is highly sought after, and America is in a credit crisis, falls in love with twenty-four-year-old Eunice Park and attempts to convince her that holding on to one's humanity in a cruel world is still important.

FIC SLOAN
Bookstore, notices the strange behavior of the customers and is determined to find out what is really going on.

FIC SWANSON


"A provocative and hauntingly powerful debut novel that will keep you turning pages into the early hours, The Bookseller follows a woman in the 1960s who wrestles to reconcile her daily life as a single bookstore owner with the alternate reality she suddenly begins to dream about each night, in which she is a happily-married wife and mother"-- Provided by publisher.

FIC SWANSON


Dev Sinclair is the happy new owner of an old-fashioned shop in her small Missouri town. But if she doesn't focus on finding the killer of her ex's fiance, this five-and-dime owner may find herself serving twenty-five-to-life.

FIC TARLOFF


FIC TRUMAN


FIC WIGGS


Maureen Davenport, who loves the Christmas holiday, prepares to direct Avalon's annual pageant, and as she makes preparations, she learns that former child star Eddie Haven, a man with tattoos and long hair, has been ordered to co-direct the production with her.

FIC ZEVIN


When his most prized possession, a rare collection of Poe poems, is stolen, bookstore owner A. J. Fikry begins isolating himself from his friends, family and associates before receiving a mysterious package that compels him to remake his life.

FIC ZUSAK


Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.

NEW DVD SHA

*Shaun the sheep movie.*

Justin Fletcher, John Sparkes, Omid Djalili, Richard Webber, Kate Harbour, Tim Hands, Andy Nyman. When Shaun decides to take the day off and have some fun, he gets a little more action than he bargained for. A mix up with the Farmer, a caravan, and a very steep hill lead them all to the Big City and it's up to Shaun and the flock to return everyone safely to the green grass of home.

NEW FIC BIVALD


"Broken Wheel, Iowa, has never seen anyone like Sara, who traveled all the way from Sweden just to meet her pen pal, Amy. When she arrives, however, she finds that Amy's funeral has just ended. Luckily, the townspeople are happy to look after their
bewildered tourist--even if they don't understand her peculiar need for books. Marooned in a farm town that's almost beyond repair, Sara starts a bookstore in honor of her friend's memory. All she wants is to share the books she loves with the citizens of Broken Wheel and to convince them that reading is one of the great joys of life. But she makes some unconventional choices that could force a lot of secrets into the open and change things for everyone in town. Reminiscent of The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society, this is a warm, witty book about friendship, stories, and love" --.

For Louisiana Richardson, desperate times call for crazy-like-a-fox measures. As the new librarian at Alligator Bayou Parish's struggling library, she's returning to her Southern roots and facing trouble hotter than fresh cornbread out of the oven. Somehow, she's got to draw readers back in and prove the library is still vital--even as domineering parish board head Mrs. Gunderson plans to shut it down for good. If that means Louise has to resort to some unconventional methods--like outrageous inter-library Zumba classes, and forming a book club that's anything but Oprah-approved--well, it wouldn't be the first time she went out on a limb... Soon Louise is doing everything she can to rally the whole community. Before she knows it, she's sparking welcome changes--and uncovering surprising secrets--throughout her new town. And between glasses of sweet tea, bowls of mouth-watering gumbo and the warmth of a tantalizing new love, the newly single Southern mom might find a life she never imagined--and a place to finally call home. Emily Beck Cogburn crafts a novel full of charm, delight and acres of heart about the enduring joys of storytelling and the ways hope can write life's most extraordinary moments.

NEW FIC GRAY  Gray, Shelley Shepard. Whispers in the reading room : a Chicago World's Fair mystery. Grand Rapids, Michigan : Zondervan, 2015. "Lydia's job at the library is her world-until a mysterious patron catches her eye ... and perhaps her heart. Just months after the closure of the Chicago World's Fair, librarian Lydia Bancroft finds herself fascinated by a mysterious dark-haired and dark-eyed patron. He has never given her his name; he actually never speaks to a single person. All she knows about him is that he loves books as much as she does. Only when he rescues her in the lobby of the Hartman Hotel does she discover that his name is Sebastian Marks. She also discovers that he lives at the top of the prestigious hotel and that most everyone in Chicago is intrigued by him. Lydia and Sebastian form a fragile friendship, but when she discovers that Mr. Marks isn't merely a very wealthy gentleman but also the proprietor of an infamous saloon and gambling club, she is shocked. Lydia insists on visiting the club one fateful night and is suddenly a suspect in a murder. She must determine who she can trust, who is innocent, and if Sebastian--the man so many people fear--is actually everything her heart believes him to be.

A lonely bookstore clerk discovers a hidden letter that reveals her
grandmother's struggles with singlehood, a whirlwind affair during World War II, and the fateful choices that shaped decades of their family life.

ROM PAP ROB

YA FIC MACHALE
Fourteen-year-old Bobby Pendragon, apprentice to his Uncle Press, a Traveler responsible for solving interdimensional conflict, tries to locate the legendary lost land of Faar which may hold the key to the survival of the water-covered territory of Cloral, which stands on the brink of war.

YA FIC PECK
Fifteen-year-old Todd sees his perfect suburban world start to unravel when his little sister has her mind poisoned by a member of a fundamentalist sect and he begins to notice signs of censorship in his community.

YA FIC PICOULT
Told in their separate voices, sixteen-year-old Prince Oliver, who wants to break free of his fairy tale existence, and fifteen-year-old Delilah, a loner obsessed with Prince Oliver and the book in which he exists, work together to seek his freedom.

YA FIC TASHJIAN
Dubbed a "reluctant reader" by his teacher, twelve-year-old Derek spends summer vacation learning important lessons even though he does not complete his summer reading list.

YA FIC WOMACK
Edward Pollock, an orphan in an English boarding school, discovers *The Other Book*, which has infinite power for good or evil, and knows that he must keep it safe from a new teacher who wants to use it for her own sinister purposes.